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Consumer perception of broiler 
production 
Animal welfare is an increasingly important factor in the purchasing decisions of consumers (Napolitano et al., 
2010), sustained despite the prevailing recession (IGD, 2011). Recent surveys indicate almost half of UK 
consumers surveyed rated animal welfare as either ‘very important’ or ‘extremely important’ (IGD, 2011), 
whilst 76% (Defra, 2011) and 85% (Conan et al., 2010) rated welfare as ‘an important’ issue. In fact farm animal 
welfare was rated the single most important sustainability related food issue for British consumers (IGD, 2011; 
Defra, 2011), above health or safety concerns. Over 70% of US citizens surveyed also reported ‘concern’ for 
farm animal welfare (Norwood and Lusk, 2011). Broilers were identified amongst the three animal systems 
most in need of animal welfare improvements by EU citizens (European Commission, 2005). 

Consumer attitudes to broiler welfare 
Space to move around and comfortable stocking densities were considered important for broiler welfare (Hall 
and Sandilands, 2007) with 40% of consumers willing to pay more1 for sufficient space to allow for natural 
behaviours (IGD, 2011). Consumers associated space provision with lowered stress, improved cleanliness and 
ability to access food and water (Hall and Sandilands, 2007). One in six consumers surveyed was motivated by 
assurances such as natural light, slower growth rates (IGD, 2011) and good ventilation for enabling good 
welfare (Hall and Sandilands, 2007). However, most consumers had little prior knowledge of how broilers were 
reared and described their shock at discovering the reality (Hall and Sandilands, 2007). 

A German study of chicken consumers found 59% expressed an interest in buying chicken form higher welfare 
systems with a further 82% of these willing to pay more for it (Makdisi and Marggraf, 2011a). In the UK, 46% of 
consumers claimed to buy free-range poultry ‘always’ or ‘often’ (Clonan et al., 2010). 

Apparent willingness-to-pay for high welfare chicken meat does not always translate (Castellini et al., 2008) 
unlike for eggs, which are more expensive and may be double the price of standard produced chicken. Price 
differential is a major barrier to purchasing high welfare chicken meat with consumers primarily choosing on 
sell by date and appearance as a mark of quality and freshness (Hall and Sandilands, 2007). For consistent pro-
welfare purchasing, price is often substituted for reduced quantity and there is a strong connection between 
bird welfare, human health, and product taste and quality (Vanhonacker and Verbeke, 2009); such consumers 
also believe they can make a difference to welfare through their purchasing choices. Most consumers believe 
better education of the issues and more informative labelling would make a positive impact on purchasing 
choices (Hall and Sandilands, 2007; Vanhonacker and Verbeke, 2009). 

Quality, safety and welfare 
Consumers strongly associate animal welfare with human health, product taste and quality (Harper and 
Henson, 2001; Grunert, 2005; Pasillé and Rushen, 2005; Vanhonacker and Verbeke, 2009). In one German 
study, 90% of those surveyed considered ‘free-range’ was an important indicator of meat safety (Becker et al., 
2000). Trained panels were able to differentiate between standard, free range, corn-fed and organic chicken 
mostly on appearance and texture rather than odour and flavour (Lawlor et al., 2003; Jahan et al., 2005).  

                                                           
1 The authors suggest that this apparently low number may stem from a consumer belief that this should 
happen anyway and that they should not incur an extra cost for such a provision 
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Slow growth strains have higher protein content in the muscle (Berri et al., 2005; Fanatico et al., 2007; Mikulski 
et al., 2011b). There is reduced water holding capacity however so greater drip loss (Castellini et al. 2008; Berri 
et al., 2005, Fanatico et al., 2007), which makes these strains better suited to the whole carcase than the 
portioned market (Berri et al., 2005). 

Access outdoors increased protein and reduced fat in the breast of both fast and slow growing strains 
(Fanatico et al., 2007; Mikulski et al., 2011), whilst additional clover intake outdoors significantly increased the 
n3 polyunsaturated fatty acids, which play a large role in human and bird health (Ponte et al., 2008a). Overall 
acceptability (by a trained panel) of clover fed birds was raised compared to standard birds (Ponte et al., 
2008b).  
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